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My background is that I started out as a paralegal for a SF law ﬁrm before going to
library school and discovering records management. So I’ve always had some kind of
connec@on with li@ga@on – and to a certain extent, legal holds. But I also understand
how aEorneys think – and don’t think about documents and discovery. Since
assuming my current posi@on, I stumbled back into the legal holds world and found
that, other than technology, liEle has changed in the intervening years. So, while I
rely heavily on the excellent Isaza and Jablonski book on legal holds (especially for all
of the legal details), most of this presenta@on comes from thoughts I’ve gathered in
my years in records management, and most recently, my experience at Wells Fargo.
Review agenda
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Note this deﬁni@on, like so much else in the legal world, is inten@onally broad and
vague. Each organiza@on – and par@cularly legal counsel for each organiza@on –
must deﬁne what this means to them. But, under no circumstances may this process
be ignored or shortchanged. The law books are ﬁlled with examples of en@@es that
tried to short change the legal hold process – either out of ignorance or a real
aEempt to avoid preserva@on.
I approach legal holds from my current perspec@ve – as part of a records
management func@on in a large ﬁnancial ins@tu@on. My perspec@ve will have much
in common with other private sector en@@es, and also the government sector, when
it is the subject of li@ga@on or inves@ga@on by another body (while we may sue
others, we are most likely to be on the defense side of li@ga@on). We do not
approach legal discovery in the same way that law ﬁrms do, although we’re very
interested in what they may do
Very important: never forget that the Law Department owns the legal hold process.
Records management cannot try to create a legal hold process where one does not
exist. Must be a collabora@ve endeavor.
Law department needs to outline process to follow by all custodians prior to li@ga@on
or inves@ga@on so that all are aware of their preserva@on du@es and when these
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Again, note I draw heavily from Isaza and Jablonksi and I seriously recommend buying
the book from the ARMA bookstore. It is easy to read and contains a wealth of good
informa@on
Don Skupsky was also instrumental in guiding my approach to legal holds.
For those in records mgmt responsibili@es, trigger event must be iden@ﬁed and acted
upon by legal counsel. No trigger event = no duty to preserve.
However, once the duty to preserve has been triggered, destruc@on of relevant
records and informa@on aYer trigger event would be interpreted as spolia@on by
legal counsel or government inves@gators.
Note: only relevant records need to be preserved. Should not be interpreted as a
requirement to preserve everything, unless so interpreted by Law Dept
Can use Arthur Anderson as example where destruc@on con@nued aYer duty to
preserve was triggered. Also Carlucci v Piper aircraY – the model for the buried alive
series
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Address spolia@on here
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Use example of employee li@ga@on: personal conﬁden@ality may be an issue.
Therefore, hold no@ces should only be sent to those who have a duty to preserve.
These no@ces are usually highly conﬁden@al and normally not issued on a
organiza@on-wide basis.
For persons receiving hold no@ces, their duty to preserve have been triggered. If
they have ques@ons, they need to have a resource in the Law Dept to whom they can
direct their ques@ons.
If employees do not receive hold no@ces, they have no duty to preserve. Hold
no@ces should not be “blanket” no@ces.
Standard and non-standard preserva@on: Should note that custodians don’t always
have control over all records that require preserva@on, such as computer systems
and applica@ons, email systems and physical records in oﬀsite storage. In this
instance, some form of non-standard preserva@on will be necessary. This was an
approach we needed to take at WF because Law Department realized that there
were other types of informa@on requiring preserva@on over which custodians had no
control. We developed, implemented (and con@nue to reﬁne) a system of nonstandard preserva@on.
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This has been our greatest challenge: to get Law Department to describe hold scope
in ways that can actually be implemented. Usually the scope in hold no@ces is very
broad and vague. This interpreta@on oYen leads to over-reten@on. Need to work
with aEorneys to try to narrow scope as much as possible before hold is
implemented. Once a broadly scoped hold is implemented, it is very hard to scale
back. Easier to do this up front that aYer the fact.
As part of our non-standard preserva@on process we worked with a group including
the e-discovery folks, email folks and li@ga@on paralegals, to try to implement a
template outlining scope of these very broad holds. For physical records, we try to
provide ways so as not to put all physical records on hold.
Many computer applica@ons and systems are not legal hold friendly. Some may
require moving out of automated disposi@on. Once disposi@on is moved out, is very
diﬃcult to move back.
Other systems require an all or nothing approach to preserva@on.
Email holds must be incorporated in segng up reten@on in email. Again, not always
easy, because needs to be approached on a custodian basis – cannot shut down
disposi@on for en@re email systems.
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Holds may be modiﬁed from @me to @me. Again, easier said than done as custodians
added or released.
Depending on how holds are set up for physical boxes, this may just be a situa@on of
taking individual boxes oﬀ of hold – again depending on how original hold was set up.
For computer systems and applica@ons, this may be more of a challenge, depending
on how the individual systems are conﬁgured to accommodate legal hold
preserva@on.
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Don’t follow news media on releases. Just because the media reports a maEer as
concluded, doesn’t mean that the hold will necessarily be released at that @me
Legal hold releases must again come from the law dept. Must wait un@l all ac@vi@es
related to the preserva@on ac@vity have concluded – and only the law dept can
determine that. Holds may need to be in place long aYer all visible aEen@on to the
legal maEer has concluded.
Once holds have been released, records need to return to normal reten@on and
disposi@on schedules. Easier for physical records (especially those in oﬀsite storage,
if reten@on has been set up behind the scenes and is not user controlled.
For computer systems, this may be a greater challenge depending on how hold has
been structured. Mobius, for example is one system where reten@on must be
pushed out to accommodate preserva@on. That is rela@vely easy to do – but may
need to do mul@ple @mes. Much more challenging from a systems perspec@ve to
reset reten@on aYer hold has been released.
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Worth repea@ng that the law dept owns the legal hold process. The sooner you
understand that, the easier it will be for you
With legal hold scope addressed broadly, you may or may not be able to help narrow
the scope. If you cannot, then best to understand the posi@on of lawyers. Not
interested in destroying records – other than prior to li@ga@on. Once legal hold
no@ces are issued, they will cast as large a net as possible to preserve all informa@on
that may be relevant. Need to be vigilant in this eﬀort. For us, this has been a
process we’ve been working on for more than 10 years. We meet on a regular basis
to discuss and reﬁne this process – and keep each other in the loop regarding current
and future preserva@on requirements.
Legal holds not always addressed with M&A&D – especially in dives@tures, since if
you are dives@ng, you may not be able to divest all records, if covered by legal holds.
If acquiring, you may not be able to receive all records if they are required to be on
hold by dives@ng company. Also, if you are an acquiring company, you may inherit a
legal maEer, requiring the issuance of a legal hold. Best if you have a a process in
place prior to this occurrence.
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Take as ac@ve a role as you can in the development of a legal hold process. Be
tenacious. Results will be worth it.
Also, best if all involved par@es par@cipate in this process. But again, remember, the
process is owned by the law dept. Don’t overthink it!
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